As major histocompatibility complexes in humans, the human leukocyte antigens (HLAs) have important functions to present antigen peptides onto T-cell receptors for immunological recognition and responses. Interpreting and predicting HLA-peptide binding are important to study T-cell epitopes, immune reactions, and the mechanisms of adverse drug reactions. We review different types of machine learning methods and tools that have been used for HLA-peptide binding prediction. We also summarize the descriptors based on which the HLA-peptide binding prediction models have been constructed and discuss the limitation and challenges of the current methods. Lastly, we give a future perspective on the HLA-peptide binding prediction method based on network analysis. 
Background
Human leukocyte antigens (HLAs) and peptides. The major histocompatibility complexes (MHCs), a major component of the vertebrate immune system, are expressed on cell surfaces for cellular recognition and antigen presentation. In humans, the MHCs are called HLAs. Located at the short arm of chromosome 6, HLAs are one of the most polymorphic genes in humans and are different among countries and ethnicities. [1] [2] [3] According to the statistics of the international ImMunoGeneTics database/HLA database, 4 .12,500 HLA alleles have been recorded by March 2015. HLA alleles are systematically named in such a way, for example, HLA-A*02:01, where A indicates the HLA-A gene locus and 02:01 specifies the protein sequence for this allele. Detailed information of HLA nomenclature can be found at http://hla. alleles.org/. Three human MHC categories have been identified as Classes I, II, and III due to their different genetic loci. The Class I HLAs, including HLA loci A, B, C, E, F, and G, are codominantly expressed on the surface of all nucleated cells. They present intracellular-processed antigen peptides to helper CD8+ T-cells for cytotoxicity responses such as naturalkiller-cell-induced apoptosis. [5] [6] [7] Class II HLAs, including HLA D locus, are selectively expressed on the surface of dendritic cells, B-cells, and other antigen-presenting cells. They present the antigen peptides to helper CD4+ T-cells to trigger acquired immune responses such as B-cell activation. [8] [9] [10] The Class III MHCs function in the complement system for the clearance of pathogens. 11, 12 For Class I and Class II HLAs, studying their binding to peptides is essential to understand the immune system.
The Class I and Class II HLAs are similar in structure. Both classes of HLAs have a long binding groove that can bind peptides degraded from antigens. Though HLAs contain two chains, the binding grooves of Class I HLAs are determined by only α chain, while those of Class II HLAs consist of both α and β chains. [13] [14] [15] In addition, these two classes of HLAs bind to peptides with different lengths. While Class I HLAs bind to shorter peptides around 9-mers, Class II HLAs can [16] [17] [18] Though the peptide binders of Class II HLAs are generally longer, the core-binding regions are still around nine residues. 15 Therefore, when predicting the binding between Class II HLAs and peptides, extra processes are sometimes needed to determine which part of the peptide binds within the HLA pockets. 18 In addition to the structural differences, Class I and Class II HLAs present the antigen peptides to trigger immune responses in different pathways as shown in Figure 1 . 19, 20 Most peptides presented by Class I HLAs are from endogenous cytosolic proteins (eg, defective products and even viral proteins if the cell is infected by virus) synthesized by the cell itself. These proteins are degraded by proteasomes into peptides that are transported into endoplasmic reticulum (ER) by transporters associated with antigen processing and loaded onto Class I HLAs. After glycosylated in Golgi apparatus, the Class I HLA-peptide complexes are fused into cell membrane and presented to the T-cell receptors (TCRs) on CD8+ T-cells for cellular immune responses. If the CD8+ cell, or cytotoxic T-cell, recognizes the specific antigen, the CD8+ cell can trigger the presenting cell to undergo apoptosis. The peptides presented by Class II HLAs are usually from extracellular antigens. The exogenous antigens are engulfed into the endocytic route compartments and digested by proteases. Class II HLAs synthesized in ER and glycosylated in Golgi apparatus acquire the peptides in the vesicular compartments and present them on the cell surface. The Class II HLA-peptide complexes are then recognized by TCRs of CD4+ T-cells to further the immune response such as antibody synthesis. 19, 20 The two pathways are not separated, and antigens that are mainly processed by one class of HLAs can be presented by the other via a crosspresentation pathway. However, details of this mechanism still remain obscure. 21 HLAs play an important role in the immune system to present peptides to TCRs for immune responses; however, this process may result in adverse outcomes under certain circumstances. Autoimmunity can occur when HLAs may present peptides that are structurally similar to self-peptides to TCRs. 22 Exogenous drugs may react with the antigen protein, insert into the binding groove of HLAs, or interfere with the HLA-peptide-TCR complex to cause adverse events (not shown in Fig. 1 ). [23] [24] [25] The variety of HLAs, peptides, and TCRs all affect the immune response and make it challenging to understand the underlying mechanisms that could help with the prevention of adverse events. However, our recent study showed that by considering the binding peptide inside the HLA-binding groove, the performance of molecular modeling and prediction was improved. 13 Thus, understanding HLA-peptide binding can help interpret the interaction mechanisms between the drugs and HLAs. To address the complexity of the immune system and to improve the ability to understand and even to predict, the HLA-peptide binding the typical pathways by which hlas present antigen peptides to t-cells. in the hla class i pathway, endogenous antigen proteins are degraded by proteasomes into peptides that are transported via transporters associated with antigen processing (taPs) into the Er. the peptides are loaded onto Class I HLAs and the complexes are sent to the Golgi apparatus for modification. Finally, the complexes are fused into the cell membrane where they can be recognized by tcrs on cd8+ t-cells. in the hla class ii pathway, exogenous protein antigens are ingested by the cell into endocytic vesicular compartments and loaded onto class ii hlas in the Er and processed by golgi apparatus. the complexes are presented on the cell surface and recognized by tcr of cd4+ t-cells.
is definitely a crucial step. Various methods have already been developed to address such needs.
HLA-peptide binding prediction. The methods for HLA-peptide binding prediction can be divided into three categories: (1) position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) based, (2) machine learning based, and (3) structure based. 26 The PSSM-based methods generate a matrix for each residue position inside a peptide given a specific HLA. When predicting the binding affinity for a new peptide, values for each residue at each position are attained and summarized for a score by a given formula. The PSSM methods were introduced when the available data were limited. They were gradually replaced by machine learning methods that showed larger data capability, fast prediction speed, and reliable accuracy. 27, 28 Meanwhile, the structure-based methods, such as residue-based statistical energy function, 29 quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) analysis, 30 and quantitative sequence-activity models, 31 are an alternative to the machine learning methods as more HLA-peptide binding structures are becoming available for analysis. The structure-based methods provide a better insight to understand the HLA-peptide binding at the structure level; however, the prediction accuracy, speed, and scope remain a challenge due to the limited number of available crystal structures. 26, 32, 33 Since the machine learning models are widely developed and used by major institutions, including the largest repository of HLA-peptide binding data, IEDB, 34, 35 this review focused on the machine learning methods used for predicting HLA-peptide binding. current status existing methods. Various machine learning approaches have been used for HLA-peptide binding prediction, including artificial neural network (ANN), decision tree, hidden Markov model (HMM), regression methods, support vector machine (SVM), and consensus methods; the latter combines with several of the former. Table 1 gives an overall summary of these tools including their descriptors, supported HLAs and peptides, and performance.
Artificial neural network. Since its first application to HLA-A*02:01 in 1995, 36 ANNs have been widely used to predict peptide binding for a large number of HLA alleles.
To construct an ANN model, the peptide sequences are transformed to numeric descriptors that are then fed to several layers of artificial neurons. The value of each artificial neuron is deducted from the previous layer via mathematical formulae, and a final prediction value is calculated. The parameters within the formulae are determined during the training process by back propagation. Multiple papers and servers have implemented the ANN method, including ANNPred/nHLAPred, 37 IEDB, 34 MULTIPRED, 38, 39 NetMHC/ NetMHCII, 40, 41 and NetMHCpan/NetMHCIIpan. 42, 43 ANNs can be utilized to make both qualitative and quantitative predictions for both classes of HLAs. Reliable performances have been achieved regarding this method. It is still under active development and improvement on quite a few servers including IEDB and NetMHCpan/NetMHCIIpan. However, ANNs require a fixed number of input neurons; therefore, peptides of various lengths need to be proceeded with extra processes to have a fix-length sequence.
Decision tree. The decision trees are a group of splitting tree structure constructed from the training samples. 44 The splitting rules are determined from the training process. When a new sample arrives, it undergoes a flowchart-like structure and finally reaches a classification prediction. It was first introduced to make predictions for HLA-A*02:01 in 1999. 45 Zhu et al implemented a C4.5 decision tree classifier to identify peptide binding for 16 HLA-A alleles. 46 The decision trees are easier to interpret than ANNs due to their rule-based nature. Though this method is widely used in the machine learning field, it is less implemented in predicting HLA-peptide binding.
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Hidden Markov model. As a widely used method for pattern recognition, HMMs have been utilized for HLA-peptide binding predictions. In an HMM, a peptide is converted to different states for different positions. At each position or state, the probabilities of amino acids are calculated, and a final value is given by combining all the probabilities. There are different ways to construct HMMs, including fully connected HMMs, 47 HMMs optimized with successive state splitting algorithm, 48 and profile HMMs 49 that can merge overlapping patterns.
HMMs have the advantage of processing peptides with various lengths; however, different HMMs have to be developed separately for binders and nonbinders. Due to the model separation, HMMs have been developed only for a very limited number of HLAs.
Regression. Regression models have been developed for quantitative predictions of HLA-peptide binding. MHCPRED implemented a QSAR regression to predict HLA-peptide binding affinity. 50 In this method, individual amino acid contributions at each position are calculated using partial least squares. SVRMHC utilized support vector regression (SVR), a regression derivative of SVM, for quantitative predictions. 51 Multiple instance learning (MIL) and its regression derivation, multiple instance regression (MIR), were also used to predict HLA-peptide binding in MHCMIR/MHC2MIR. 52, 53 Regression models have the advantage of making quantitative predictions, which not only identify whether a peptide is a binder or nonbinder toward an HLA but also tell how strong the binding is. However, to make an accurate quantitative prediction can be more challenging than to make a qualitative one.
Support vector machine. The SVM creates a hyperplane in the high-dimensional space of training data to classify them into different groups. SVM has been used by a few servers for HLA-peptide binding prediction including MHC2PRED, 54 MULTIPRED, 55 SV MHC, 56,57 Table 1 . an overview of major machine learning tools for predicting hla-peptide binding sorted by category and method. the tools were divided into two categories, qualitative or quantitative, depending on the outputs. the underlying method, descriptors, performance, and Url were harvested from the original papers. the supported number and class of hlas and corresponding length of peptides were harvested from either the original papers or their websites. some tools utilize extra process to deal with peptides with various lengths, which are listed in the "extra process" column. 41, 66 to get both the 9-mer cores and the peptide flanking residues for Class II HLA binders. Both the 9-mer cores and the flanking residues were used as features to develop the models.
The machine learning models did not directly make use of sequences as features except the HMMs. Usually machine learning models accept either binary categories (such as 0 and 1) or continuous numeric inputs. Therefore, input sequences need to be transformed to descriptors. The commonly used descriptors are sparse encoding, blocks substitution matrix ( BLOSUM), and physicochemical properties.
Sparse encoding. Sparse encoding is simple but widely used by servers such as ANNPred/nHLAPred, 37 
MHC2PRED
, 54 NetMHC/NetMHCII, 40, 41 NetMHCpan/NetMHCIIpan, 42,43 SVMHC, 56, 57 and SVRMHC. 51 The concept of sparse encoding is similar to dummy variables in the machine learning field. Since each position within a sequence can be any of 20 different amino acids, a position is presented by a 20-number vector of 19 zeros and a single one such as 10000 …, 01000 …, and 00100 … depending on what is the actual amino acid. Each type of amino acids at a specific position is represented by a single and unique variable. Thus, a 9-mer peptide is converted to 20 × 9 = 180 binary variables. Blocks substitution matrix. The BLOSUMs are widely used in protein sequence alignment. The scores within BLOSUMs represent pairwise evolutionary distances between amino acids. Some machine learning methods utilize BLOSUMs to calculate sequence distances. For example, Salomon and Flower used the BLOSUM62 matrix to calculate peptide similarity scores in their kernel method. 61 They also compared 83 different matrices including physicochemical and structural distance matrices and found BLOSUM62 matrix was among the top three. MHCMIR/ MHC2MIR 52, 53 implemented the BLOSUM62 matrix to compute subsequence similarities as well. For some other machine learning models, the BLOSUMs are just used as descriptors. In addition to sparse encoding, NetMHC/Net-MHCII 40, 41 and NetMHCpan/ NetMHCIIpan 42, 43 implemented the BLOSUM50 matrix as descriptors. However, we did not find any benchmark data that compare sparse encoding versus BLOSUM.
Prediction Of Peptide Immunogenicity (POPI), 58 and Kernel-based Inter-allele peptide binding prediction SyStem (KISS). 59 The quantitative derivative of SVM was implemented by SVRMHC as we mentioned before. 51 SVM usually achieves a high accuracy. 60 Similar to ANN, SVM requires a fixed dimension or length of input data, limiting its applicability. However, Salomon and Flower proposed a kernel method derived from SVM that can handle peptides with various lengths using similarity scores. 61 Consensus method. A consensus method uses a combination of the predictions from its component models. Each of the component models first makes a prediction separately and the final prediction is then made considering all the predictions from the component models. IEDB recommended a consensus approach on its server. 35, 62, 63 In IEDB, the binding prediction is made from four PSSM-based models for Class I HLAs, while for Class II HLAs, the result comes from nine models including several PSSM-based models and machine learning models. Three machine learning models (QSAR regression-based MHCPRED, 50 SVM-based MHC2PRED 54 and SVR-based SVRMHC 51 ) were utilized by IEDB for HLA-peptide binding prediction. When predicting a HLApeptide binding, not every model is able to return a value. However, if three or more models provide predictions, the three top-performed models are selected and the median value is used as the final consensus score. A similar consensus approach was implemented by NetMHCcons 64 that combines ANN-based NetMHC, NetMHCpan, and PSSM-based PickPocket. Instead of median values, NetMHCcons uses the average log-transformed values as the final prediction scores.
The consensus method generally outperforms single models since it can preferably select the top-performing methods from benchmark tests. However, the applicability of the consensus method is limited by its individual components since it requires outputs simultaneously from those models.
descriptors. Overview. Most machine learning methods take only peptide sequences as input features; therefore, individual models have to be developed for each HLA. One exception is KISS 59 that implements a kernel function of both peptide descriptors and HLA similarities. Another exception is NetMHCpan/NetMHCIIpan 42, 43 that uses the sequences of both the peptides and the HLAs to construct a single pan-specific model for an entire class of HLAs. The developers of NetMHCpan/NetMHCIIpan studied different HLA structures and identified a series of residues on HLAs that closely interact with peptides to form a pseudo-sequence. Both the peptide sequences and HLA pseudo-sequences are input into the machine learning model at the same time. Such models make it possible to make predictions for HLA alleles with little or no experimental data as long as their sequences are known.
Some machine learning models such as HMMs, 48 kernel functions, 61 and MIL/MIR models 52, 53 naturally process peptides with various lengths. Most models only deal with Physicochemical properties. Besides the substitution matrices, the physicochemical properties of amino acids, such as hydrogen bond number, polarity, and hydrophobicity were used as descriptors. Zhang et al used physicochemical properties to group amino acids in their HMM. 49 POPI used 20 physicochemical properties to represent each amino acid according to AAindex database 9.0. 58,67 SVRMHC utilized both sparse encoding and their 11-factor physicochemical property descriptors in their method. 51, 68 They compared both types of descriptors and found that the two types of descriptors showed different performance on different HLA alleles. No conclusion was drawn to indicate which one is absolutely better than the other.
Performance. Recently published machine learning models achieved an area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) around 0.85-0.95 for Class I HLAs and 0.75-0.85 for Class II HLAs. 69 For some HLA alleles such as HLA-A*02:04, the AUC reached 0.98. 28 The existing machine learning models were developed using the data sets harvested at different times. Some HLA-peptide binding data are qualitative and some are quantitative, and the data set sizes are different, making direct performance comparison between the models difficult. Therefore, some benchmark tests were conducted using unified data sets. 35, [70] [71] [72] [73] For prediction of peptides binding Class I HLAs, Peters et al tested three methods using a data set of 48 Class I MHCs. 70 From the prospective of AUC, their ANN model (AUC = 0.957) outperformed their PSSM-based models (AUC = 0.934-0.952). They also benchmarked 16 publicly available tools such as MHCPRED, 50 MULTIPRED, 38, 39 NetMHC, 40 and SVMHC. 56, 57 Five Class I HLAs were evaluated but only two of them had been predicted by all these methods. For HLA-A*02:01, the performance was NetMHC (ANN) . MULTIPRED (ANN) . MHCPRED (QSAR regression) = SVMHC (SVM) . MULTIPRED (HMM), while for HLA-A*24:02, the result was NetMHC (ANN) . 72 The classification result indicated a rank of NetMHC (ANN) . IEDB (ANN) . MHCPRED (SVM), while NetMHC (ANN) and IEDB (ANN) showed the best performance in quantitative predictions.
MULTIPRED (ANN) . MULTIPRED (HMM) .

MHCPRED (QSAR regression) . SVMHC (SVM
For prediction of peptides binding Class II HLAs, Wang et al evaluated several methods using their experimental data set that contains 16 Class II MHCs. 35 Their result indicated a performance order of Consensus method .
SVRMHC (SVR) . MHC2PRED (SVM)
. MHCPRED (QSAR regression). Lin et al evaluated 21 methods using 103 test peptides from four protein antigens and seven Class II HLAs. 73 Their classification result indicated that NetMHCIIpan (ANN) was the best followed by two PSSM-based methods and MULTIPRED (SVM). They also showed MHCPRED (QSAR regression) and MULTIPRED (HMM) had an AUC .0.775 when predicting the binding of promiscuous peptides.
Some methods were developed several years ago and rarely updated. Due to the limited availability of different models on the supported HLAs, it is hard to benchmark the existing models on a large number of HLAs. 70 However, the current benchmarks indicated that the ANN-based and consensus models such as IEDB and NetMHC have a good overall performance.
challenge
Though various methods and tools have been developed to predict HLA-peptide binding, challenges in this field remain for researchers to address.
Limited support for HLAs. Most machine learning tools develop models for individual HLAs separately. Therefore, the peptides binding models have been developed for a very limited number of HLAs. In order to train a reliable model, 15-50 minimal binding peptides for a specific HLA 37, 51, 57 are a precondition. Though more binding data are becoming available, the experimental data for different HLAs are still disparately distributed. Incorporating HLA sequences as input features to machine learning models is one of the solutions. For example, NetMHCpan/NetMHCIIpan 42, 43 utilized both the pseudo-sequence from the HLAs and the peptide sequence as features. Such a method can theoretically predict binding between any HLAs and peptides given their sequences; however, the prediction accuracy for HLAs with little or no experimental data is lower.
Peptide length. While some methods such as HMMs can naturally accept peptides with different lengths, others can only accept fixed lengths of input peptide sequences. Therefore, separate models have to be developed to fit different lengths of peptides. This practice has challenges when it is applied to peptides that bind to Class II HLAs since the peptides are very diverse in length and only partially interact with Class II HLAs. Extra processes such as NN-align 41, 66 were implemented to identify a 9-mer corebinding region of these peptides so that they can be proceeded by the general machine learning models. However, Nielsen et al pointed out the prediction models for Class II HLAs generally have an AUC 0.10 less than those for Class I HLAs. 69 The problem of peptide length variety may be one of the causes.
Performance. Though the models can get a good performance during cross-validation, they may have problems when used on new data sets or applications. In a benchmark test of four real protein antigens by Lin et al. 73 , no predictor showed good performance in predicting promiscuous peptides. The researchers mentioned that future improvement of the HLA-peptide binding prediction includes minimizing false positives.
Prospective
Network approach. With more data becoming available, it is possible to analyze and predict the HLA-peptide binding from a network viewpoint. HLA-peptide binding data can be transformed into a network where the HLAs and peptides are presented as the nodes and the binding data (categories or affinities) as the edges. Network-based prediction algorithms, such as collaborative filtering algorithm, 74 network-based inference, 75, 76 and neighbor-edges based and unbiased leverage algorithm (Nebula), the latter developed in our laboratory, 77 have been proposed for predictions of HLApeptide binding.
The network approaches are able to process different HLA alleles (or even different HLA classes) and peptides of various lengths without extra processes. Our submitted manuscript showed that Nebula outperformed existing methods. Since Nebula is not necessarily a machine learning method and does not require a training process, predictions even on a large network of 120,000 HLA-peptide binding pairs can be made within a second. In addition, the HLA-peptide binding network can be analyzed and clustered into modules that may reveal specific binding properties and patterns to better understand HLA-peptide interactions.
combining multiple approaches. The existing consensus methods combining several PSSM-based and machine learning-based methods showed generally improved performance than a single method. 35, [62] [63] [64] Such methods take advantage of the best performing models to make better predictions with reduced outliers; however, the consensus methods are restrained by the prediction abilities of their component methods such as a limited number of supported HLAs.
As more crystal structures of HLA-peptide complexes become available, studying such structures can aid the interpretation and prediction of HLA-peptide binding. Based on the existing crystal structures, the structures of HLAs with known sequences can be modeled via homology modeling with high identities. 13 Various structure-based methods, including molecular docking and dynamics, can be utilized for HLApeptide binding predictions. [78] [79] [80] Some modeling process, such as molecular dynamics, may take a large amount of calculation time. However, with the development of cloud computing technologies, parallel computing can accelerate this process hundredfold or more. These structure-based approaches can be used for HLA alleles or peptides with little or no experimental data, which may complement the data-dependent machine learning methods. Combining such methods can be promising for the future development in this field.
conclusion
Understanding and predicting HLA-peptide binding is an essential step for studies of the immune system, T-cell epitopes, and adverse drug reactions. The methods that are popular in the field of computer sciences are widely used for HLApeptide binding predictions. Different types of descriptors were utilized to transfer the peptide and HLA sequences into model-acceptable numbers. Some extra processes were implemented to deal with peptides with various lengths. Among the machine learning-based methods, the ANNs and consensus methods were found among the top-performed methods.
However, the existing methods have different kinds of limitations such as lack of supported HLAs, a problem dealing with peptides of various lengths and high false positives in experimental validations. We have proposed the network method and a combination approach that uses multiple types of methods to address some of these challenges.
The findings and conclusions in this article have not been formally disseminated by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and should not be construed to represent the FDA determination or policy.
